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ULTRAFAST REFRESH RATE

Experience a low-latency, low flickering and tearing-free 
gaming experience made easy with NVIDIA G-SYNC and 
AMD FreeSync.

Low FPS compensation guarantees that each frame will be 
drawn with no trouble at all, eliminating unwanted motion 
blur and overlapping images.

ELIMINATES TEARING AND MOTION BLUR

OTHER MONITORS SIGURD 2503

FULL HD
1920X1080

3000:1
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SUPPORTS SUPPORTS



NO SCREEN TEARING

FRAGMENTATION SEGMENTATION

Increase your FPS and reduce latency. Get the maximum FPS 
and fluid viewing you can through AMD FreeSync technology, 
no matter which configuration you run.

Whether you’re making your way through explosions or drifting 
through slick turns in the rain, say good-bye to screen 
tearing/latency and leave your opponents in the 
softly-rendered dust.



No subtle change in color will escape your eye with 
its luminosity and 16.7m colors presented through a 
wonderful RGB gamut in 1080p. Its 8-bit depth per 
pixel will give you a total of 256 shades per each 
individual color.

Along with its anti-glare finish, this monitor will 
make sure that no ambient light gets in the way 
between your eyes and a color definition you’ve 
never experienced before.

PRECISE AND QUALITY
COLORS

MILLION COLORS
16.7

sRGB

RGB COLOR SCHEME



CURVED MONITOR

WIDE VIEWING ANGLES

This screen has a 1650R curve with optimal viewing of 
up to 5’5” which allows a more immersive experience 
for its users.

Surprisingly vibrant details from virtually any position.

Its viewing ultrawide panoramic viewing angle 
maintains image clarity and uniform color for all your 
gaming and entertainment needs.

1650R CURVE MONITOR

23.8”



ADAPTIVE AND ERGONOMIC
DESIGN

Provides tilt and swivel so you can easily find your ideal 
viewing position.

Supports all VESA 75x75 mounts, which gives it 
near-unlimited mounting options to adapt to any necessity 
or shortcoming.

Its low weight of 5.2 lbs will ensure that it will adapt to any 
compatibility specification of your preferred brand of 
mounting stands.

COMPATIBLE WITH VESA MOUNTING STANDS

TILT
FRONT

5°
BACK

15°



Low Blue Light technology consists of a series of filters that 
circumvent the radiation emitted by this color spectrum to great 
extent, so that your eyesight is virtually unharmed, and it can still 
deliver full rich blues on your screen.

Reduces blue light stemming from the monitor to protect you 
from eye fatigue, irritation and tension.

This will allow you to work on documents, watch movies, or have 
longer gaming sessions with comfort.

LOW BLUE LIGHT TECHNOLOGY

NO FLASHING

LOW BLUE LIGHT

REDUCES GLARE

BLUE LIGHT TECHNOLOGYWITHOUT BLUE LIGHT



FLEXIBLE CONNECTIVITY
AND AUDIO
Its two integrated 3W speakers will give you clear sound 
without having to fill up your gaming area with extra 
cables or clutter.

The wide variety of connections allows for computers and 
laptops to be connected to your monitor, turning it into a 
real media center.

STEREO SPEAKERS

Available ports in this gaming monitor are:
Display Port 1.2 , HDMI 2.0 and a 3.5mm audio out.



SIGURD
23.8” CURVE GAMING MONITOR
SERIES 2503  / YMC-70804

BOX INCLUDES:

23.8" Curved
Sigurd Monitor

Monitor Stand

Power Supply Power Supply CableHDMI Cable

Curve 1650R

Screen Size

Color Range

Viewing Angle

Surface

23.8”

16.7 M

178º/178º

Anti-Glare

SPECIFICATIONS

Contrast Ratio 3000:1

Refresh rate

1msResponse Time

EAN

Brightness 300cd/m²

Model Number YMC-70804

40 Hz - 200 Hz (Requires DisplayPort cable)

Energy Draw 28W

Display Port 1 (DPI.2)

HDMI 2.0 1 

VESA Mount 75mmx75mm

7500619001571


